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A lot of years ago, when I was a 22-year old Church of Christ preacher in an isolated eastern 
Kentucky county, I visited an elderly lady church member at her little log cabin in the woods. 
That might sound homey and pleasant, but there was not much of that about it.  The house was 
old and rundown.  We stepped into a dreary low ceiled interior that was dirty, dark and dank,    I 
found myself pitying her for her living conditions, but then she told me that this was the house 
she was born in, she had lived here all her life, and she was happy to stay there.  More than that, 
in her whole life she had never been too far away from it, and never once beyond the tiny county 
of her birth. 
 
This immobility was not something to fault her for.   There had been little opportunity for 
otherwise.   She had had to depend on her extended family, and this was the best that they could 
do.   Such was her lot, and she was accepting of it, even happy with it.  
 
For some of us, our spiritual movement through life is like this lady’s physical movement.   We 
never wander too far from where we were born and raised.   There is no fault in this, not 
necessarily.   Perhaps the catalysts for change never appeared.    After all, we humans thrive not 
just because we adapt and change when necessary, but also because we do not change when not 
necessary.   When one’s situation seems satisfying and secure, why move?  
 
For others of us, however, our spiritual journey takes us far from where we started.    We go off 
not just into different counties but different states and regions, even countries and continents (or 
planets and galaxies, as it may seem to our friends).    We who fall in this group usually take no 
great pride in it.   We changed and moved because, at the time, it was what we felt we had to do. 
Most of us did not set out to move in the directions we did, and could never have predicted 
where we ended up.  
 
My own story is closer to the movers than the stayers.  In fact, I am now quite far from where I 
started.   I moved away, first, from the sectarian, fundamentalist-like Christianity of my 
upbringing, on to a conservative evangelical form of the same.   From there I went on to a rather 
moderate, left-leaning evangelicalism, and in the end out of that as well.   At last I am in a place 
that I’m not sure how to name, so I will call it the “post” situation  -- post-evangelical, 
post-conservative, post-orthodox.  
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On the other hand, I am not yet post-spiritual, post-religious, or post-Christian.   I still have faith, 
by which I mean the sense that there is, underlying it all, an ultimate transcendent absolute -- a 
deep, eternal source and foundation of meaning and being, of goodness and beauty and truth, of 
life and love.   I sense at the deepest levels of time and space, not the energy and mass of 
physics, but the meaning and value of spirituality.   There is much in my experience that 
continues to open faith up to me, including not least the story of Jesus Christ.  
 
My experience in conservative Christianity, however, which introduced me to faith, at last I 
found to erode it.    The farther I went into conservative Christianity, however moderate or 
scholarly, the more problems presented themselves that were unanswerable and unbearable 
inside its framework.   I found myself heading not deeper into faith, but up and out of it.  
 
I wish I could say that, upon finding that out, I ended at once any associations with evangelical 
Christianity, in order to salvage my faith.    For me, however, it took awhile.   I have never been 
one able to change quickly.   What some people can manage after a few years in seminary, or a 
few months of exposure to a non-evangelical or non-religious friend or teacher, I can only 
manage after years of reading and thinking and living.   But in the end, here I am.  I stand at the 
milepost, and I cannot go back.  But neither can I just stand here.   I have to find a way forward. 
 
Perhaps you are the same.    Maybe you too find yourself in that no man’s land, which is neither 
this nor that, and no place to stay for long.  Where is the road forward for us?  
 
I would imagine that a great many post-evangelicals have struggled with this question.   Some, 
perhaps, are post-evangelical on the inside, but evangelical still on the outside, simply because 
they have no idea where to go.    On the other side are those for whom the question is not so 
hard.   Evangelicalism equals Christianity equals religion, and so they journey directly into some 
form of non-religion.    Or perhaps they move easily into a Christian community that is ‘liberal’ 
or ‘progressive’ or even ‘radical’ (or, at least, ‘non-evangelical’), or into a non-Christian 
spirituality like Buddhism.   For myself, however, and I think for many others, it has not been so 
easy.  No option strikes us as completely satisfactory.  
 
It’s for you that I write, who live with the stress of this perplexity.     I do not have an answer. 
But I do have a story.    Perhaps, in the telling, it will help you to clarify your own path.   At the 
least, I hope it helps you (and me!) to keep trying.    We post-evangelical seekers need to keep 
asking, keep seeking, keep knocking, until the way opens up to us, a way in which authenticity 
and love, meaning and courage, and peace and joy journey with us. 
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How I Got Here 
 
There were five key moments in my story that, in retrospect, appear to have turned me ultimately 
to where I am.    They mark the arrival of five catalysts, which generated strong, life-altering 
reactions in me at the time.   The first I’ll call a library inside a library, the second, boundary 
lines in the Moscow Metro, the third, Albert Schweitzer with tears, the fourth, a gay guy who got 
married, and lastly, a dinner party with Donald Trump. 
 
 
A Library inside a Library 
 
The library belonged to my seminary, Emmanuel School of Religion.   I attended the seminary 
while preaching for the Churches of Christ, and graduated at age 29 with an M.A. in Religion, 
majoring in New Testament Studies.   When I started, I was married with one child.   By the time 
I finished, we had two little boys. 
 
The seminary itself sat on a Blue Ridge hilltop in eastern Tennessee.   It was a place of striking 
natural beauty and quiet refuge, and its library was, for me, a refuge within the refuge.    Inside 
this library was another library, a special collection that had once belonged to a prominent New 
Testament scholar.   It might be hard in the internet age to understand, but I took palpable joy in 
this library in the library.    I was intensely hungry to learn, and tucked in this little room I 
enjoyed a rare feast. 
 
Driving that hunger was a strange mixture of curiosity, ambition and anxiety.    The anxiety was 
rooted in my regard for the Bible as divinely inspired and the written word of God.    It weighed 
heavily on me that I must hear it clearly, follow it fully and teach it truly.   To fail in any of these 
respects would put me (and those who heard me) at risk of eternal damnation.     At the same 
time, however, I was in school.    At this point in my life, I had learned many things from school, 
not the least of which that one gets rewarded when one excels in scholarly performance.   My 
habitual obsession for over-achieving was not something I could resist in that environment. 
This obsessiveness, along with the high I got when learning a new thing about whatever made 
me curious at the moment, stuck me tight inside this world of books. 
 
The result was, I got a broad exposure to the scholarly, “historical-critical” study of the Bible. 
The seminary was associated with the Independent Christian Churches/Churches of Christ, a 
denomination typically evangelical in orientation, but in those days the school was known -- 
even notorious -- for its lack of commitment to the inerrancy of the Bible.   My professors did 
not hesitate to expose us to a wide spectrum of critical scholarship.    This exposure had a 
double-sided effect on me.    On the negative side, I came to see that the idea of biblical 
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inerrancy is simply wrong.   The Bible cannot bear this burden.   In fact, it breaks underneath it. 
On the positive side, I began to see the Bible more clearly than I had imagined possible.     I had 
the strange experience that, by pushing the Bible away as an object of historical study, it came 
closer than ever.   With the heavy garment of “inerrant word of God” taken off, it revealed itself 
as it never had.  
 
And what it revealed of itself made it impossible, absurd really, to simply equate “Bible” and 
“word of God.”   Without going into the specifics, suffice it to say that, as I saw it, the 
disorganization, incoherence, absurdities, contradictions, and moral repugnancies, although they 
do not fully characterize the Bible, are nevertheless there for any of us to see if we allow 
ourselves.    If any ideas of the Bible as “inspired” or “the word of God” or “infallibly 
authoritative” were to be maintained, they would have to be profoundly reworked.  
 
This experience in turn gave me a perspective from which I could see how essentially 
authoritarian conservative Christianity is.   By authoritarian, I mean the tacit agreement of all to 
surrender to an external authority, whether it be a text, a tradition/creed, a structure of offices, or 
(usually) a combination of these three.   A kind of Hobbesian social contract pervades.   To be 
Christians, we all agree, we must accept this authority as an expression of the authority of God 
himself, however earthy its attributes.  Otherwise, everything falls apart and runs amok. 
Disorder and falsehoods reign.    Conservative leaders tend to understand themselves to be 
fighting disorder and sin and preserving the gospel by focusing on this authority structure, 
constantly pushing it forward, defining it, defending it, repairing it.  
 
I came to question this whole authoritarian model.     It became rather obvious to me that it just 
doesn’t work.    Disorder and falsehood reigns regardless.    There are two reasons for this.  First, 
the earthly phenomena that get enlisted as authorities are too weak and fallible to bear it.    They 
collapse under the burden.     Second, it is too costly.   At first, a submissive obedience provides 
an attractive sense of security, but at last we chafe under it.   We feel called to grow, to move, but 
are denied the freedom to do so.     The balance between secure stability and dynamic growth, 
which we need in order to flourish as human creatures, is tilted hard to one side.  
 
Biblical authoritarianism, however, is foundational to the broad evangelical culture.   It is woven 
into the fabric.   At any point along its spectrum, there it is, in the background, coloring it.    As 
time went on I found myself less and less able to tolerate it.   I saw it less and less as an 
innocuous childishness, and more and more as the evil root of evil fruit.  
 
 
Boundary Lines in the Moscow Metro 
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If it took a seminary on a hill to break my authoritarian outlook on the Bible, it took an 
underground subway station to break my sectarian outlook on the world. 
 
By sectarian outlook, I mean the breaking of humanity into two pieces, one being those who are 
inside well-defined boundaries, and the other, those who are not.   This was an outlook with 
which I was intimately familiar.   I grew up in the conservative wing of the (conservative enough 
to begin with) Churches of Christ.   It was sectarian to the core, all boundaries very carefully laid 
down.  The bulk of its preaching and teaching went to drawing them up.   We all knew who stood 
on this side, and who on the other.  
 
To this end we had our set of key boundary-line issues.   These included how one gets converted 
(it must culminate not in a prayer but in baptism by immersion for the remission of sins), how 
the church worships (the Lord’s supper must be every Sunday, and singing must be without 
instrumental accompaniment), and how churches are organized and spend their money.    On this 
last point, I was raised in the “non-institutional” Churches of Christ, which believed that 
churches may not send money to orphans’ homes, colleges, or other churches.    To the left of us 
were the liberal Churches of Christ who in their error might send the money if they had it.   To 
the right of us were the crazy ultra-conservatives, who laid down boundaries over the use of 
Sunday schools, multi-container communion trays, head-coverings or hired preachers.  
 
For us, these boundaries were not just for identity.    They were absolutely cosmic.    Those on 
this side were true Christians and members of the one true church.     Those on the other side 
were not.    With respect to that, we tolerated two views, one being the hard view, and the other 
the very hard view.   The very hard view was that on the other side there were no Christians and 
no churches of Christ, however much they believed themselves to be so.     The less hard view 
was the same, except it allowed for a grey area that did contain Christians and churches, but 
“erring” Christians and churches “in error.”   Into this group fell the liberal and 
ultra-conservative Churches of Christ.   For those like myself who were rather soft, it also 
included the Christian Church, since these people were at least baptized correctly, albeit 
languishing in various errors (pianos in worship, for example). 
 
After I graduated from seminary, even though my view of the Bible had changed, my view of the 
world had not.   I still saw it divided into christian, erring christian, and unchristian sectors.    But 
over time, as I tried to work out my new outlook on scripture, the boundary lines that had once 
seemed so dark began to fade.    They appeared first as rather mistaken, without the biblical 
foundation they claimed.   Then they appeared as absurd, and at last as morally wrong.  
 
As it happened, the turning moment came in Moscow of all places.   I had gone to Russia in the 
early 1990’s as part of a missionary effort by non-institutional Churches of Christ.   A small 
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church had been established in Moscow, and I was invited to help start a church in Podolsk, just 
south of there.     After some time in Podolsk, we got on the train to Moscow to meet some of the 
church members there.   I remember one Russian lady in particular, one of the new converts, who 
met us in the Moscow Metro.   We were in one of the main stations, a striking place, cavernous, 
palatial, richly ornamented.   While we waited for others to arrive, we sat at a large pillar, and in 
her fine English she told me about the Moscow church.    In the process, she came to tell how the 
liberal Church of Christ had also planted a church there.   She spoke of it in the same negative 
terms that I had heard all my life.  
 
At that moment, the absurdity of it all came home.    We were actually exporting our petty 
boundary-line issues into Russia.    We could not bring Christ, without bringing these.   In our 
minds, after all, they were part of the package.  
 
This was the beginning of the end of my preaching career in the non-institutional Churches of 
Christ.   Not long after that, I faced facts.   I did not have the heart anymore to lay down the 
boundaries.   How could I be a paid minister, when the expectation was to do just that?   So I 
found another job to support my family of six, and at age 33 resigned.  
 
And out into the world I went.    It was a good space for me.   I felt freed from the financial and 
social pressures to shape my faith a certain way.   l saw that I had not understood the full weight 
of these pressures, not until they were lifted off.   More importantly, I found myself released 
from my churchly quarantine and pushed out into the wider world.    I had to start working out 
my faith like everyone else, out here where people live. 
 
If the sectarian mindset looked absurd inside the church walls, it looked even worse outside. 
This outlook cannot encounter people as human individuals, of interest and of value purely for 
that reason.   It must ask first, are they saved or are they lost?    Which side of the boundary are 
they on?    And so sectarianism drives us to value an idea (an ideology, really) over people.  And, 
perversely, it claims that this is what love calls for.   It construes love as demanding something 
completely unloving.    But how can any kind of prejudicial categorizing ever be construed as 
love?    I felt called instead to encounter others with a default attitude of complete affirmation 
and full acceptance.  
 
Admittedly, evangelical culture as a whole is not shot through with the extreme sectarianism of 
the fundamentalist Churches of Christ.   It usually is careful to say it is not “fundamentalist,” but 
is more tolerant than that.   True as that may be, evangelicalism remains deeply sectarian.      The 
sectarian outlook, I would argue, is in its DNA.   After all, its mother was American revivalism 
and its father the fundamentalist-modernist controversies of the 19th and 20th centuries, both of 
which were firmly sectarian. 
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As evangelical Christians, we tend to imagine that we are preserving the original first century 
gospel.   In reality, our particular expression of Christianity originated mainly in the early 
american revivalist movements.  From the hard-edged, emotionally charged conversion 
experiences of the two great awakenings, to the softened John 3:16 ‘only believe’ and sinner’s 
prayer revivalism of Dwight Moody and his successors, to the ‘accept Jesus as your personal 
savior’ campaigns of Billy Graham, revivalism is its bloodline.  
 
The revivalist outlook is a simple one.    Humankind divides itself into the heaven-bound saved 
and the hell-bound lost.   By default it is lost and destined for hell.     But there are a few who 
have been rescued by Jesus, pulled up by him from drowning like he pulled up sinking Peter 
(Matthew 14:28-31).    Thus, safe and secure inside its Noah’s Ark, revivalism looks out on an 
lost and dying world.  
 
The other formative root of modern evangelicalism is the fundamentalist-modernist controversies 
of late 19th and early 20th centuries.   These were dark times for evangelicals.   They found 
themselves marginalized as the mainline churches embraced the modern sciences and biblical 
scholarship that they themselves so much opposed.   In these dark times, their sectarianism took 
a dark turn.   The world became a ugly place.   Its evil waxed worse and worse.  Surely the end 
would come soon and sweep it all away.   In the meantime, the faithful could expect little from 
the world beyond its hatred.  To survive we must separate, we must pull ourselves in and stand 
apart to avoid being influenced by this evil generation, and to protect and preserve the truth. 
 
This outlook is, above all, an ”‘us versus them” view of the world.   It is so pervasive among 
evangelicals, it is hard for them to imagine any other.    Granted, there are similar elements in the 
Bible and throughout church history.    But evangelicalism tends to latch on to those as normative 
and central.   To do so, those elements that are more universal in view, that call us to love truly 
without judgment, to open our hearts to the world instead of pushing it away, must be 
downplayed or disregarded.     For myself, I came to view these other, anti-sectarian elements as 
lying at the center of the Bible and Christian faith.    And I came to see any sectarian outlook in 
whatever form as the enemy of agape-love. 
 
One casualty of this, for me, was my ideas of heaven and hell.  I found it more and more difficult 
to construe human life as being about gaining the one and avoiding the other.    As central as this 
is to evangelicalism, and to all other-worldly, sectarian outlooks, one would expect to find it in 
the Bible on every other page.   In fact the biblical case for both is problematic.    In the Old 
Testament, heaven and hell are absent.    They appear to have come into Judaism in the period 
“between the Testaments”, and to have been adopted, to the extent they were, by early 
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Christianity out of the common religious vernacular.    The emphasis in the Bible is rather the 
redemption of time and space, of the earth and human history in the kingdom of God. 
 
I came to the conclusion that heaven and hell should never be central to our spirituality, if for no 
other reason than the bad fruit that comes when they are made so.   The sectarian, other-worldly 
outlook is one of those bad fruits.    Another is that one’s motivations come down to rewards and 
punishments.   Should I be a good person because I don’t want to be in eternal anguish?  Should I 
love God as my ultimate,  as the center of my life, in order to get heaven and not get hell?    This 
is, frankly, on the one hand gold-digger love.  On the other, it is battered-wife love, afraid to do 
otherwise.    In fact, it is no love at all.  Love is not love, when it is tinged with fear.   “There is 
no fear in love”  (1 John 4:18)     Furthermore, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, Moses, David, all the 
prophets, these all loved God and walked by faith without any idea in their heads of heaven and 
hell.    Clearly it is not so essential as we think. 
 
I decided that with respect to heaven and hell, if they can play any part, it must only be that of 
symbols that might function to comfort us.   They are pictures we might put up to counter the 
gross injustices that are woven into the human story,  to affirm that all this that is wrong will be 
made right in the end.    We need to be reassured that our suffering will not at last be found to be 
meaningless, and also that no one hurts others with ultimate impunity.   For this, the symbols of 
heaven and hell have at times been offered.   And to the extent that they are held up as icons 
pointing to a deeper reality inaccessible to us, perhaps they are harmless.     But when we grasp 
heaven and hell in order to literalize and centralize and incentivize, we distort our relationships 
with God and others.    Unfortunately, this literalizing and centralizing and incentivizing is the 
very warp and woof of evangelical Christianity.  
 
 
Albert Schweitzer, with Tears 
 
Albert Schweitzer’s  The Quest of the Historical Jesus  had been on my reading list since 
seminary days.   It was about fifteen years afterwards before I finally settled into working 
through it.   No book has managed to shake my world the way this book did at the time. 
 
This was the moment when I realized how deeply an apocalyptic, near-end eschatology was 
ingrained in early Christianity, even (in Schweitzer’s view) in Jesus himself.  They expected that 
Christ would return and the world would end very soon, in that very generation (Mark 10:1). 
And this was no peripheral opinion, this was a central and pervasive belief, and one in which -- 
to put it bluntly -- they were wrong.  
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Once I saw this, I could not unsee it.   And it struck me as a very, very serious problem with 
Christianity.   I could accept that the New Testament, which was a later product of Christianity, 
might be tainted here and there with error, and I could incorporate that into my faith.    It still 
functioned as a window for me, into the great moments that launched the faith.   But now as I 
looked in that window, I saw something significantly amiss with these foundational moments. 
And I could not see how to incorporate that.  
 
This was a disorienting moment for me.    Here was a fatal mistake lying at the heart of the 
original gospel.     My own belief system wobbled under the weight of this.    I remember 
actually weeping as it all sunk in.  
 
The problem obsessed me for a long while.    I read voraciously, searching for a way to deal with 
it.    It seemed a matter of life and death, an existential crisis.   I felt overwhelmed by doubt.   I 
thought my faith was slipping away. 
 
In the end, I found a solution, but it was not the kind of solution that made the problem go away. 
It was the kind that helped me acknowledge it, and take it into my faith.    It was a solution that 
could come only when I was able to understand more deeply what faith is. 
 
What I came to, was that faith must not be grounded in, or defined by, some conclusion about 
facts from the past.   Faith must be grounded not in the historical past, but in the spiritual present, 
the “eternal now”.  
 
This shift in the foundation of faith moved me further still from all forms of conservative 
Christianity, with its shrill and anxious concern over the literal, historical truth of the Bible as a 
foundation for faith.   For I came to the judgment that faith cannot rest on any historical 
conclusion about anything.  My thought was that all historical conclusions will be less than 
100% certain, will always be matters of probability.   How therefore can faith rest on them? 
Apologies to Pascal, but, as I saw it, faith becomes overly fragile when turned into a matter of 
probabilities, or (worse) turned into what fills the space between probability and certainty. 
 
After working through this crisis, I felt more divorced from evangelicalism than ever.   It is 
unable itself to see, much less minister to those who see, t hat the core eschatological thrust of the 
early church turned out to be a mistake.  
 
 
A Gay Guy who got Married 
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Having been disabused of my conservative Christian views of the Bible, of the world, and of 
faith, I was destined next to be disabused of its sexuality.  
 
If you live in this environment, you receive an unambiguous, absolute truth about sexual 
morality, namely, that the only permissible sexual intercourse is that between men and women 
who are married to each other.  And not only that, but you are made to feel how terribly 
important it is in the whole Christian program.    Something happened, however, to shake all this 
up for me.   Life happened.   Or, I should say, God happened.    He gave me a son that was gay. 
 
At the beginning, none of us welcomed it, including me, and certainly not him.   My son did not 
ask to be gay, or want to be gay.   He lived inside the same sexual ethos that we all had.    He was 
a devoted Christian, and believed that homosexual sex was a sin.    He dreamed of living out that 
model of adult Christian happiness, of marriage followed by children raised by father and 
mother.    And so he told us that he did not want to identify as “gay.”   He preferred to say that he 
had “same sex attraction” issues.    And he was determined to battle them. 
 
This was the first miserable step of a miserable decade for him, a decade of fighting who he was. 
He tried different conversion therapies, which all failed.   He got a girlfriend, with whom he was 
completely honest about his “problem.”    At age 20, when she turned 18, they got married. 
They intended to be a good Christian couple in spite of it. 
 
It did not work.    After a few years of trying to be what he was not, and to do what was not 
possible for him to do, he got to a very low point.   He became extremely depressed.   One night, 
his wife called his mother, terrified that he might be suicidal. 
 
That was the night I met him in a restaurant close to his house, and we had a long talk.   He 
decided that he needed to step back from the marriage, to give himself space to think.   I 
encouraged him to come stay with us for a time, which he did.  
 
During that time, I finally became something of the dad I should have been all along, helping 
him find an approach to his homosexuality that was both true to his faith and true to himself. 
We realized together that there was a tension, even a contradiction, in the Bible between what on 
the one hand seemed to condemn homosexual relationships and to require celibacy of gay 
people, and on the other hand requires above all else  love  -- and love that is understanding, 
nonjudgmental and accepting.   Love demands we accept homosexual relationships based on the 
principle of empathy, which listens to and believes what people are saying about themselves.  
 
Also, we saw the mistake of over-centralizing sexuality.    Sexuality should be viewed as an 
instrument, as the support and expression of committed permanent relationships.   We should not 
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be too hung up even over gender, for in Christ there is neither male nor female.   Certainly the 
Bible is not hung up about sex the way many later Christians have been.   It does not require 
celibacy of those who do not have the gift for it.  
 
All these facts run counter to the attitude that condemns gay people.  How then could it be right 
to condemn them?   How can we condemn people for living out their sexual orientation, 
especially in the context of loving, long-term committed relationships?  
 
If this is really what the Bible condemns in places, then it is wrong when it does so.   Yes, the 
Bible is wrong here, the same as it is wrong when it approves genocide, or demands the death 
penalty for adultery, or calls menstruating women unclean, or wishes babylonian babies were 
bashed against rocks.   In these places and many others it stands against its own deeper 
principles, and accommodates the cruel attitudes of less enlightened times.  
 
But is this actually what the Bible condemned?   After all, its ancient authors were hardly able to 
grasp a concept like sexual orientation, or to imagine anything like a committed gay relationship. 
It could well be that whatever it condemns with respect to homosexuality, it was something else 
entirely.  
 
My son, thank God, was finally able to keep his faith and at the same time accept that he was 
gay.   He decided to come out.   He worked out a way to end his heterosexual marriage.  Since 
his wife chose the path of love and understanding, it ended amicably.    With respect to his job, 
however, things were not so amicable.    He had been working for a private school that catered to 
home-schooled children, and that met in an evangelical church.   He was quite successful at it, 
having started as a teacher but later made its principal.   As principal, he knew he should tell his 
boss about the divorce.  He also told her the reason.  The reward for his honesty was to be 
instantly fired. 
 
In the years since, thankfully, his life changed much for the better.    He was able, at last, to find a 
fulfilling job teaching again.    And he found a young man whom he fell in love with.   This 
young man grew up in a religious background nearly identical to his own.   He had come out 
while attending an evangelical college.    They both wanted to be Christians, and were able to 
find a church that was open and affirming of gay couples.   Then, thankfully, the Supreme Court 
of the United States spoke.    Now it was illegal for states to do as ours had done, and forbid gay 
couples to marry.  
 
Not long after that, he and his boyfriend got engaged, and were married in a beautiful ceremony. 
Both sets of parents were dedicated Christians in conservative churches, nevertheless both not 
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only supported the marriage but tearfully rejoiced in it.   It was a fantastically climactic moment, 
a happy ending for them both. 
 
At this point, after witnessing his experience and even, to a degree, living it with him, it became 
hard for me to tolerate evangelical attitudes toward homosexuality.     I happened to know 
firsthand how much it hurts gay people.   And by that, I do not mean how much it hurts their 
feelings.   It truly and cruelly works injury on these people.   It leads their families to reject them 
for something they can not help.   It sets them up for needless miseries of conscience and 
extreme feelings of self-loathing and failure.   It rejects their own testimony about themselves, 
and the demands of the golden rule to treat others as one would want to be treated.   And all this 
in order to do ideological battle and assert “the authority of the Bible”.  
 
As I saw it, the typical attitude of evangelicals toward gay people, gay marriage and gay rights 
was a particularly ugly fruit of the whole culture.   The roots of this fruit were the authoritarian, 
literalist views of the Bible that pervaded.  It was a commitment to an ideology hammered out 
during the fundamentalist-modernist controversy, that the Bible is the verbally inerrant word of 
God, infallibly authoritative in its literal meaning.   In its attitude to gay people, evangelicalism 
shows how much it values ideology over people, doctrine over love. 
 
As the father of a gay son, it is impossible for me not to charge evangelicalism for its sins against 
gay people.   It has not acted according to love.   It has not listened and loved.   It continues 
either to condemn them, even demonize them, or to passive-aggressively say little, while 
withholding full welcome.  
 
 
A Dinner Party with Donald Trump 
 
This last has two moments.    The first was a dinner party that took place shortly before Donald 
Trump was elected president.   My wife and I were with some old friends from Church of Christ 
days.  Only one couple was still in the church, but all of us were still trying to be Christians. 
There were three couples at the table, and of course Donald Trump was there, in spirit if not in 
body.     It was hard not to bring him in during that period of time. 
 
I remember expressing my bad opinion of him.   I was appalled at the idea of his being president, 
first because he was clearly unqualified for the office by both education, experience, and 
temperament, second because his behavior was often vulgar and outrageously unacceptable, and 
third because of his anti-democratic, authoritarian tendency.    I could not image a Christian 
wanting to vote for Donald Trump at all.    One of our friends then said in response that she was 
going to vote for him, in spite of his outrageousness.    She would hold her nose, so to speak, and 
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vote for him because he was a Republican, and we need a president who would appoint the right 
kind of judges to the federal courts.  It was a friendly enough exchange of opinions, and we left it 
at that.   I didn’t think much more of it because I assumed, like most everyone, that Trump could 
not possibly win.  
 
But, of course, he did win, which brings me to the second moment.  That was the moment 
afterwards, when I read in the news that 80% of evangelical voters voted for him.    In fact, 
without the evangelical vote, he would not have been elected. 
 
In a flash these two moments fused together in my mind.    I realized that, for evangelicals, it was 
more important to have the courts the way they like them, than it was to have a president that 
was competent, polite and reasonably moral.    They were willing to take this risk, to get their 
courts.   Further news reports confirmed that this was a key if not the critical motivation for 
evangelicals. 
 
And why did they want their courts?   For two reasons.   First they hoped to see Roe v. Wade 
overturned and the states able to outlaw abortion.  Second, they hoped to see Obergefell 
overturned and the states able to outlaw gay marriage.   They were willing to risk having 
someone like Donald Trump as leader of the free world, just to have a chance to win the culture 
war on these two fronts. 
 
Now this alone, in my opinion, made evangelicals look, at best, like shamefully irresponsible 
citizens.    But that alone is not what made these such key moments for me.   It was digging 
deeper and asking, why are these issues the issues that end all issues for evangelicals?    It is 
because of the way in that culture, conservative sexual morality, gender roles and visions of 
family life have been made so critical and central to Christianity.  
 
I certainly understand this point of view, because I held it myself once upon a time.    And so, I 
can speak for it somewhat.   Why is abortion so wrong?   It was not the supposed death of little 
subconscious humans that generates the emotional heat.   What really outrages is that these girls 
who get themselves pregnant are able to get out of it.    No, “those who play must pay.”  
 
In my judgment, it is a powerful commitment to the conservative sexual ethic that demands no 
sex outside heterosexual marriage, that greatly drives these anti-abortion feelings.    In other 
words, abortion and sexual revolution morality go hand in hand.   We hate the one because we 
hate the other.  
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The bizarre irony is that all the shame heaped upon unmarried pregnant girls by fundamentalist 
and evangelical culture, is a key driver for women to have abortions to begin with.  Conservative 
Christianity,  however, is mostly blind to its responsibility for establishing this culture of shame.  
 
So it was, that with these moments it came home to me again how far separated I was from 
evangelical culture.  From my own point of view, matters of sexuality, gender and family have 
been in constant flux throughout human history and across human cultures.   This is a simple 
fact, reflected also in the Bible.    Even abortion is debatable -- people honestly disagree over 
whether it is immoral in any or all cases.    It is wrong, therefore, to take one ethical formulation 
of these matters, and harden it into a rule for all people of all times.  
 
When you do that, you become legalistic and pharisaical, making hard rules without respect to 
the principles from which they arise.   The principles of love for God and agape-love for each 
other should make us never stop examining, critiquing, and reaching higher with respect to 
sexuality, gender, marriage and family.   It is pure hubris to claim that, with one form of these, 
we have perfected them, and our work is done.   It is hubris and pride whenever we take our own 
customs, traditions and opinions, over which people reasonably and honestly disagree, and make 
them out to be God’s law.  
 
 
Conclusion:  A “Post” Situation. 
 
These negative and toxic things are, of course, not the whole story about the Christian 
communities of my past.   Human efforts to find God by following Christ, like all other human 
efforts, are always loaded with ambiguities.    The conservative American protestantism of my 
own experience is no different, and it would be immature and silly of me to stand to the side 
wagging my finger at it.  
 
So in spite of all I’ve said above, I acknowledge the good gifts I’ve received from each and every 
Christian community I’ve been a part of.    They have all been conduits of grace to me.   For 
every injury suffered, there have been a hundred blessings enjoyed.    The root is not all rotten, 
because good fruits are there for anyone to see and experience.  
 
The fact is, I am grateful for my past church experiences and Christian friendships in 
conservative circles, because I know that much of what might be good and useful in me, I owe to 
them.   The call to a good life, the constant pointing to something beyond oneself and one’s 
world, the help in centering one’s life outside oneself, all this was always there for me.   The 
many examples of genuine concern, tender friendship and concrete help are still before my eyes. 
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I acknowledge that here, for me, is where my faith was born and raised, and love was nurtured in 
many ways.  
 
Nevertheless, for the reasons outlined above, I cannot identify myself any longer with any form 
of conservative Christianity, wherever it be found.   For my faith to survive, I must stand 
somewhat apart.    I must accept my “post” situation. 
 
 

Where I Am Now 
 
So far I’ve told my story negatively, against the backdrop of where I once was and what I can no 
longer be.   Before I think about my path forward, however, I must round out the picture of 
myself with something beyond this  via negativa .   I must indulge for a moment in some 
Lutheresque “here I stand” talk -- or better, “here I am” as opposed to “here I’m not.” 
 
This is important.   Before I can step forward, I need to clarify as well as possible what I am. 
For it is essential that, going forward, what I am and what I do are not at odds with each other, as 
they often have before.   I have repented of that, and have vowed to be more authentic in the 
future than I have been in the past. 
 
 
Paul Tillich 
 
To properly describe where I am, I must give credit to the one writer who has most helped me 
find myself in recent years.   That writer is Paul Tillich (1886-1965).  
 
I started reading Tillich in the middle of my crisis over New Testament eschatology.  My crisis, 
after all, was not just a head-crisis, but above all a heart-crisis.   It was a crisis of doubt about 
everything.   It was a crisis of meaning.  
 
Conservative Christianity has a tremendous power to infuse meaning.    The power is in its 
pictures.   There is the picture of the warm and loving, all-powerful and ever-present divine 
person, who speaks to us in the Bible, listens to our prayers and gives us a home in heaven. 
Coupled with that is the picture of the wrathful Holy One who is obligated to himself to punish 
us with eternal fire, and would do so were it not for his Son taking our punishment on the cross. 
And there is the picture of the church, a community with ultimate importance across all human 
time and space, tasked by God with bringing the gospel to all lest they go to hell.   All this is 
enough to fill one to overflowing with meaning.   The downside, however, is that if one ever has 
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doubts serious enough to crack and crumble these pictures, what comes next is a dark and 
persistent meaninglessness -- intense, perplexing, overwhelming.  
 
It was in this crisis of meaning that I read Paul Tillich’s  The Courage to Be .   It was a turning 
point.   The book took my great moment of doubt and meaninglessness, and, odd as this sounds, 
turned it into something meaningful.  
 
This finding meaning in my meaninglessness was a mustard seed for me.  It was a mustard seed 
that grew into a spreading tree, planted by the waters, to replace the fragile and artificial 
structures of meaning that had collapsed.   For my eyes began to open, and I was able to look at 
the world, and see how aglow it is with meaning.  
 
It struck me how like music it was, my being the classical music lover that I am.   When I listen, 
for example, to a Bach suite, I could hear it, I suppose, on a certain level as merely a mix of 
sounds (like a cat or frog might hear it).   But it is impossible for me to stop there.  I am 
immediately seized by an ineffable “something more.”  I experience the  meaningfulness  of the 
music.  
 
Just so I found myself to experience  the meaningfulness of raw being .  It appeared as more than a 
churn of physical materials and processes.   I heard a music playing in it.   In fact, if I listened to 
music while looking  out  -- out at nature, out at others, or out into myself -- that music seemed as 
their  music, as the deep, unheard expression of their being and meaning.  
 
In short, I became intuitively and immediately aware that being does not sit empty, but that all 
things have a glory about them, that they shine with palpable meaning.   This I interpreted in 
biblical terms as the holy breaking into ordinary reality before my eyes.   And so in this way my 
heart was reopened to God. 
 
The Courage to Be  had helped me so much, that I reached for all the Tillich I could find. 
Frankly, as I am prone to do, I became rather obsessed.   I read everything of his that I could get, 
culminating in his three volume  Systematic Theology .  
 
Paul Tillich is not an easy read.   I had to do a good bit of side reading to (sort of) understand 
where he was coming from.   But for me, the effort was well rewarded.    I found myself inside a 
different paradigm of faith, a faith which not only was able to take in the problems of New 
Testament eschatology and other mind-problems, but addressed my heart-problems as well.   It 
was able to open me to the world, to others and to God as I had never been. 
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Tillich has influenced me not just in this general “existential” way, but also in his approach to 
theology.    His thought attracts me for many reasons, perhaps the greatest of which is its lively 
creativity.   He refused to settle into any of the camps at hand.   In his words, he lived “on the 
boundary.”    He acknowledged the theological dichotomies -- conservatism versus liberalism, 
rational autonomy versus authoritarian obedience, confessional belief versus mystical 
experience, idealism versus realism, naturalism versus supernaturalism, philosophy versus 
theology, literalizing versus demythologizing, and even theism versus atheism -- but in each case 
instead of choosing one over the other, he always searched for a way beyond. 
 
Tillich was known for his critique of traditional theism, which he said was “bad theology” at 
best.   It was wrong, he said, to present God as if he were some object “out there” whose 
existence we might prove or disprove.    God is the absolute, the unconditional.    So we cannot 
bring him down into the category of “beings”, so that “being itself” stands above him.    God 
must  be  being itself, not some being within it.  
 
God must be beyond all, including our rational categories.   God is beyond essence and 
existence, and beyond subject and object.    Therefore the tendency in the Bible to present God as 
a divine person who stands over against us must not be taken literally.   This is not to say that 
God is impersonal or a-personal, but that God is beyond the personal -- or, as Tillich would say, 
trans personal.  We humans objectivize the unconditional and project human personality upon it, 
so that we can relate to the ultimate in the way that is most meaningful to us.    But we must take 
care not to literalize this projection and turn it into an idol. 
 
Armed with this view of God, Tillich could see Christianity as, in its essence, a great 
universalizing force, a great healer of what divides us.    It does so not by offering a system of 
truth that all can agree on, at the center of which stands a divine being.   Nor does it offer a 
structure of authority behind which we can all unite in obedience.    It does so by pointing 
beyond itself to the unconditional, to the experience of being grasped by ultimate being and 
meaning, however that might come.  
 
As Paul Tillich saw it, Christianity is universal in its essence, because whatever one’s 
geographical or cultural location, and whatever one’s religious or non-religious stance, we all 
experience the unconditional in an immediate way.    We all have faith, even if only an “absolute 
faith,” as yet devoid of content.   We have it when we, even in our moments of deepest doubt and 
despair, find “the courage to be” and realize the unconditional meaningfulness and power of our 
being.    We have it, as Tillich famously said, when we are grasped by our ultimate concern. 
 
 
Here I Stand 
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This understanding of God and this experience of the unconditional is central to where I now am. 
I actually hesitate to use the word “experience,” because it implies something that is felt, 
phenomenally or emotionally, as coming in from the outside or coming up from the inside. 
Certainly, there can be “coming in” and “coming up” elements to it, but the immediacy of the 
unconditional does not depend on our rational or emotional capacities.    There is a deeper level 
to the human being, which lies “below” these spiritual aspects, as well as all our physical 
aspects.   It is that level out of which arises the  power to be  and the   courage to be , which we 
witness in our spiritual and physical natures.   It is the fount of being and meaning that feeds all 
that we are.  
 
Of course, this “it” is not some thing that we can discover and study rationally, because it is 
“prior to” rationality.   So everything we say about it is necessarily analogic or symbolic.   But 
yet, here we are, for we do indeed encounter the unconditional to the extent that we are open to 
our own being and meaning. 
 
For myself, the unconditional presents itself not just in my own being, but also, as described 
above,  i n the raw experience of being in general, in the inescapable meaningfulness of all things. 
And at the same time I experience a  call  to acknowledge and participate in that meaningfulness. 
In the ordinary “being-ness” of things, I experience the unconditional in both an unconditional 
meaningfulness and an unconditional call.  
 
Faith then, for me, means openness to the unconditional in this experience.   I must be open to it, 
both in my constructive experiences of goodness, truth, beauty and healing, and also in my 
destructive experiences of doubt, despair, suffering and death.   And I must be open to it also 
when it breaks in as holy commandment, and I encounter the unconditional  demand  of justice 
and love.   Here, too, I experience both an unconditional meaningfulness and an unconditional 
call.     For faith is more than an openness to the unconditional, it is, as Tillich said, a being 
grasped  by it. 
 
As I see it, these are the basic ways that we all meet God.  They represent a “now” experience, 
an experience of the eternal in the here and now.   The Bible, the Gospel, and Christianity in all 
its forms, with all its dogmas and sacraments, are of value only if they open us to that eternal 
now, which, I believe, they are capable of doing in powerful ways.    But they also pose a danger, 
in that we might find ourselves resting comfortable in them alone, and never moving beyond 
them into that to which they point. 
 
This is the essence of where I stand.   My faith is my openness to the unconditional, and allowing 
myself to be so grasped by it as my ultimate, as to leave myself behind and answer its call.    This 
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faith expresses itself, to use Reinhold Niebuhr’s phrase, in the “sublime madness of the soul” 
which makes one long for and work for justice and love in one’s world.    This is the heart of 
where I am. 
 
Of course, the concrete particulars of rational content or emotional experience or specific action 
will have to be poured into and poured out of such a faith.   But these particulars will always be 
preliminary and never ultimate.   They can, at least in theory, be dispensed with or replaced as 
necessary.    In my own lifepath, the particulars have tended to look very “Christian”, because 
that is where my own little planet has tended to orbit.   But, at least in theory, my faith could just 
as well been informed by another religion or spiritual tradition. 
 
Still Christian then? 
 
If that’s the case, how am I able to describe myself, as I do above, as post-conservative and 
post-orthodox, but not post-Christian?   I would like to explain in a few words how I think I can 
still identify as a Christian. 
 
I am able to do so because I can accept the Christian doctrines of God, Christ and the Holy Spirit 
as “symbols.”    I follow Tillich in the use of this term.    A symbol in Tillich’s theology 
functions like a sacrament in traditional western theology, or (perhaps better) an icon in Eastern 
Orthodox spirituality.    It is a finite thing, through which the eternal becomes real to us.  
 
To put it in biblical terms, I believe that the absolutely hidden Eternal One approaches us by 
“incarnating” as Yahweh, or Adonai, or the Father, or the Logos, or Jesus Christ, or the Holy 
Spirit.   The Bible and the Church hold these up to us for us to look at, as icons through which 
the Holy comes.   The result is transformation and healing, both in our individual selves, and in 
our collective life. 
 
I am able to pray and to worship, because the Holy one approaches as a personal God to which I 
can relate.    I am able to be transformed by the written word, because I enter the scriptures as a 
living basilica full of powerful icons.   I find that I am able to experience the spiritual presence 
and the transformative, healing power that came with the Christ.  
 
These are the reasons I continue to call myself a Christian. 
 
 
 

Where to From Here? 
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This will be the shortest part of my story, because it hasn’t really happened yet!  
 
Where to, then, from here?    I hunger to be part of a Christian church in which I can feel fully 
accepted, because I have always been nurtured well by the scriptures and sacraments of the 
Christian faith.   They certainly seem to provide me adequate “particulars” by which my faith 
can be incarnated and fully present to myself and others.   I also believe that I have talents for 
serving others within that context.   But by no means do I mean to limit the nurturing of my faith 
to Christian food.    I hope it will be fed to the end of my days, by whatever might be out there to 
feed it. 
 
One problem for me is, how difficult it is to join a Christian community without having to (or 
seeming to) place oneself in one or another of the Christian camps.    For example, in terms of 
protestantism, I obviously don’t see myself as evangelical, but neither do I see myself as 
progressive or radical.    I feel somewhat adrift and unwilling to weigh anchor. 
 
The nineteenth century fathers of the Churches of Christ used to call on all the denominations to 
renounce their loyalties to creeds and names and anything else not as old as the New Testament, 
and be “Christians only.”   This was an admirable challenge, however utopian.   But I think that 
perhaps even this does not go far enough.   It still draws the circle too tight.   Whatever my path 
ahead might be, let it be one where I can be a “faith-person” only, or even a “created-human” 
only, with all other distinctions irrelevant.   And may I be able to live out my faith as openly and 
fully as possible.  
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